Modular mortice locks
UNION presents the 2C2 modular lock range. The DIN style locks accept Euro-profile cylinders and feature 72mm centres, a 55mm backset and a 20mm double throw deadbolt*. UNION 2C2 offers a high spec at an extremely competitive price and the range has been designed to cater for contract specifications, without the need to hold multiple lock case sizes or prepare a variety of mortices.

Radiused and square forends are provided right across the UNION 2C2 range to cater for the increasingly important pre-prepared door market. A choice of three metallic finishes is available and, as an extra touch to a truly comprehensive offering, a splinter guard box strike is provided as standard.

UNION’s 2C2 modular lock range is state-of-the-art, and has been successfully tested and fully conforms to BS EN 12209 and are CE marked. Stainless steel latches and deadbolts feature as standard throughout the range, offering not only increased aesthetic appeal but also improved durability.

The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) makes it unlawful to discriminate against disabled persons in connection with access to and through most buildings. Building Regulations Part M (ADM) and BS 8300 provide guidance to specifiers and building managers in selecting products which help, rather than hinder, access for the disabled. This lock range satisfies the dimensional recommendations of both ADM and BS 8300.

* except Bathroom and Escape locks
L2C21 Mortice sashlock

Features:
- Cylinder key and handle operation from either side of door
- Latch bolt also withdrawn by cylinder key
- Stainless steel deadbolt and latch bolt
- Easily reversible latch bolt
- Double throw deadbolt - 20mm projection
- Pierced to accept bolt-through furniture with 38mm centres
- 8mm follower
- Gripping feature eliminates spindle rattle
- Suitable for use with unsprung lever furniture

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

3 H 4 1 0 F 2 B A 2 0

L2C22 Mortice deadlock

Features:
- Deadbolt locked or unlocked by cylinder key or turn
- Stainless steel deadbolt
- Double throw deadbolt - 20mm projection
- Pierced to accept bolt-through escutcheons

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

3 H 4 1 0 F 2 B A 0 0

N.B. To view the complete range and specification of UNION mortice locks, take a look at our website: www.uniononline.co.uk - or through the UNION catalogue.
**2C23 Mortice latch**

Features:
- Latch bolt withdrawn by handle from either side of door
- Easily reversible latch bolt
- Stainless steel latch bolt
- Pierced to accept bolt-through furniture with 38mm centres
- Gripping feature eliminates spindle rattle
- Suitable for use with un sprung lever furniture

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

```
3 H 4 1 0 F 2 B 0 2 0
```

---

**L2C24 Mortice nightlatch**

Features:
- Cylinder key operation from outside the door and handle operation from inside
- Latch bolt withdrawn by cylinder key
- Stainless steel latch bolt
- Easily reversible latch bolt
- Recommended to fit door pull / finger plate or lever handle on outside
- Pierced to accept bolt-through furniture with 38mm centres
- 8mm follower
- Gripping feature eliminates spindle rattle
- Suitable for use with un sprung lever furniture

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

```
3 H 4 1 0 F 2 B B 2 0
```
L2C25 Deadlocking mortice nightlatch

Features:
- Cylinder key operation from the outside of the door and handle operation from inside
- Latchbolt is automatically locked by the anti-thrust bolt - stainless steel latch bolt
- Latch bolt withdrawn by cylinder key
- Stainless steel latch bolt
- Easily reversible latch bolt
- Recommended to fit door pull / finger plate or lever handle on outside
- Pierced to accept bolt-through furniture with 38mm centres
- 8mm follower
- Gripping feature eliminates spindle rattle
- Suitable for use with unsprung lever furniture

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

L2C26 Mortice escape sashlock

Features:
- Latch bolt withdrawn by lever handle from both sides
- Dead and latch bolt withdrawn simultaneously by inside lever handle
- Stainless steel deadbolt and latch bolt
- Easily reversible latch bolt
- Easily reversible escape mechanism
- Single throw deadbolt - 15mm projection
- Pierced to accept bolt-through furniture with 38mm centres
- Supplied complete with split spindle
- 8mm split follower
- Gripping feature eliminates spindle rattle
- For use with sprung lever furniture with bolt through fixings only

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

2C27 Mortice bathroom lock

Features:
- Thumb turn and handle operation from both sides of door
- 8mm bathroom follower with 5mm adaptor sleeve
- Stainless steel deadbolt and latch bolt
- Single throw deadbolt - 15mm projection
- Easily reversible latch bolt
- Pierced to accept bolt through furniture with 38mm centres
- Gripping feature eliminates spindle rattle
- Suitable for use with un-sprung lever furniture

Tested to BS EN 12209:2003

N.B. To view the complete range and specification of UNION mortice locks, take a look at our website: www.uniononline.co.uk - or through the UNION catalogue.